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LOUIS PASTEUR 

Some summers ago, for the first time, I labored through the 

first part of Richardson's Pamela', one of the most famous 

novels in all literature. The tale that Pamela tells is repulsive 
almost beyond description. The region through which the 

novels of Zola move has the freshness and fragrance of a May 

morning compared with the scenes through which the reader is 

dragged by this well-meaning and pious little man who is 

commonly credited with having created the English novel. I 

say dragged, because I cannot believe that any modern reader 

will follow to the end Mrs. Pamela's long-drawn account of her 

trials, and of the singular reward that at last came to her for her 

peculiar virtue, unless he does so from a most painful sense of 

his duty as a student of English literature. For the book has 

nothing in it to charm or attract,?neither the animal gusto and 

sincerity of Fielding's novels, or of Smollett's, nor the elemental 

and half-innocent animality and the broad humor of Chaucer's 

coarser tales. Pamela is not witty, it has no charm of style, the 

moral it implies is almost unbelievably ridiculous, its piety alter 

nately nauseates and wearies. Yet to the end of time, probably, 

college students of English literature, even if they are not required 
to read the book, will continue to hear that it is the first great 

English novel, and will so often be told by the teachers and 

literary critics that Richardson was a man of extraordinary 

genius, and one of the greatest of English novelists, that a few 

of the most conscientious in each generation of students will 

drive themselves to read this shortest of his three novels, while 

others will go to their graves weighed down by a sense of a 

solemn literary duty left undone. 

When I had finished Pamela, I turned to another book 

wherein is recorded the life of one of the greatest and most 

entirely admirable men that have ever lived. It is written in a 

charming style, there is not a line of cant in it, the tale it tells is 

one of the most romantic that ever lay between the covers of a 

book, and as that tale is true as well as wonderful, it should be 

the inspiration of other romances true and wondrous, the world 
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over, until human effort has left nothing more to be accom 

plished in the service of man. 

Yet so singular are the apportionments of literary fame that 

I do not suppose this book will ever come to be regarded as 

one of the literary masterpieces of the world. No college pro 
fessor of literature, I feel sure, will ever frown at his class, or 

thunder indignant rebuke at them when they meekly confess 

they have not read it. Nevertheless, a dozen hours spent over 

it will do any young man or woman more good than a dozen 

years spent over such literature as Richardson's novels; and 

there is no worthy sense in which Richardson's novels can be 

called great literature, and Vallery-Radot's Life of Pasteur can 

not. Bulk, to be sure, is on the side of the novelist : his master 

pieces have the greater magnitude. He took more than thir 

teen hundred large pages to tell the things done to and by the 

absurd Mrs. Pamela. Six hundred pages sufficed M. Vallery 
Radot to tell the story of a great life in, a life more then seventy 

years long, full of immortal achievement; with one or two possi 
ble exceptions, the greatest life in the century richest in great 
lives of all the centuries of history. 

There is something mournful in the contemplation of the lives 

which most of the great men of letters have lived. There are 

very few such lives which, from first to last, we can view not 

only with unfailing respect and sympathy, but with entire satis 

faction at the success which crowned them in the building of a 

character and in the accomplishment of a body of perfect work. 

When these lives are not sheer tragedy, they are likely to be so 

full of ungenerousness, so spoiled by narrowness of interest and 

sympathy, or by other littleness, or so marred by failure or half 

success, that one feels there would even be relief in the con 

templation of tragedy so utter as that seen in the lives of Shelley 
and Keats, of Burns, and Byron, and Poe. I do not know 

whether the life of Pasteur may be regarded as the typical life 

of a great man of science or not; but I do know that as de 

scribed in the book of which I have spoken, it seems to me very 

nearly a perfect life. 

Of course I do not mean to say that Pasteur did not have to 

endure a good deal of suffering of the intensest sort. The senti 
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mental side of his nature was unusually strong. There are not 

a few poets who have won fame by the lyric elaboration of their 

suffering, and who have yet not had a tithe of Pasteur's tender 

ness. When he was fifteen he was sent away from his childhood 

home at Arbois to attend school in Paris, accompanied by 
another boy, Jules Vercel. "If I could only get a whiff of the 

tannery yard,"?his father was a tanner,?"I feel I could be 

cured," he would say to his companion. At last his homesick 

ness became so acute that the authorities of the school he was 

attending sent for his father who came to Paris and took him 

back to Arbois. He had been away less than a month. To the 

end of his life he retained possession of this old home at Arbois, 
visited it not infrequently, and to the last never left it without a 

pang. 

His affection for his father and mother was tender to an un 

usual degree. Both lived until long after he had reached man 

hood, his mother dying when he was twenty-seven, his father 

not until sixteen years later. When each died, he suffered an 

agony of grief. Indeed, for weeks after his mother's death he 

was unable to work. Five children were born to him, four 

daughters and one son. Three of the daughters died in early 

girlhood. There were other losses, too. A man of his tender 

ness and generosity is sure to be loved by the finest spirits 

among his co-workers, with an affection not common outside the 

bounds of the closest blood relationship. During his long life, 
Pasteur lost four or five such friends as few men ever have 

among their fellow-workers. 

This loss of friends and relatives all, of course, must know 

something of?all, at least, who reach the years of manhood or 

womanhood; though many, certainly, do not feel such loss so 

deeply as did Pasteur. To this loss, as the source of great pain 
in his life, must be added the humiliation of his country by 

Germany in the Franco-Prussian war. A lover of humanity, and 

in one sense a citizen of the world, Pasteur yet felt the most 

intense affection for his native land. When Germany spoiled 
her in that hideous war of 1870 and robbed her of a part of her 

territory and her people, Pasteur suffered a blow from which he 

never recovered. Like Renan, he had believed in Germany, 
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and had confidently expected that she and France would march 

together in the van of nations, the friendly and equal promoters 
of science, education, and the arts of peace. Pasteur was a man 

of deeply religious mind, but when Germany inflicted that awful 

calamity upon France, he did not pretend to see in it the hand 

of God, and bow submissively to the divine will. That blow to 

the pride and greatness of his country made him love her only 
the more intensely, made him only the more deeply resolve that 

the whole world should yet confess her primacy in all the noble 

works of science and civilization. "It was to France that the 

glory of that hour belonged," he was wont to say with glad 
voice and eyes when anyone spoke to him of those great bursts 

of applause spontaneously accorded him during the last twenty 

years of his life whenever he was seen entering the hall at 

any international gathering of men of science. On the other 

hand, the war turned his earlier admiration for Germany, 

amounting almost to affection, into a bitter hatred which the 

years did not soften. Two incidents show how deep and abiding 
was Pasteur's feeling in this matter. 

In 1868 the University of Bonn had conferred upon him the 

degree of Doctor of Medicine, in recognition of the contri 

butions he had made by his experiments "to the knowledge of 

the history of the generation of micro-organisms." He had 

taken great pride in that degree, but in January, 1871, he wrote 

as follows to the Head of the Faculty of Medicine at Bonn :? 

"Now the sight of that parchment is odious to me, and I 

feel offended at seeing my name, with the qualification of 

Virum clarissimum that you have given it, placed under a 

name which is henceforth an object of execration to my 

country, that of Rex Gulielmus. 
"While highly asseverating my profound respect for you, 

Sir, and for the celebrated professors who have affixed their 

signatures to the decision of the members of your Order, I 
am called upon by my conscience to ask you to efface my 
name from the archives of your Faculty, and to take back 

that diploma, as a sign of the indignation inspired in a 

French scientist by the barbarity and hypocrisy of him who, 
in order to satisfy his criminal pride, persists in the mas 

sacre of two great nations." 
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To this letter, the Head of the Faculty of Medicine of Bonn, 

Dr. Maurice Naumann, thus replied:? 

"Sir, the undersigned, now Principal of the Faculty of 
Medicine of Bonn, is requested to answer the insult which 

you have dared to offer to the German nation, in the sacred 

person of its august Emperor, King Wilhelm of Prussia, by 

sending you the expression of its entire contempt 
"P.S. Desiring to keep its papers free from taint, the 

Faculty herewith returns your screed." 

Pasteur answered as follows :? 

" I have the honor of informing you, Mr. Principal, that 

there are times when the expression of contempt in a Prus 

sian mouth is equivalent for a true Frenchman to that of 

Virum clarissimum which you once publicly conferred 

upon me." 

He then spoke bitterly of Germany's conduct in outraging 
the laws of justice and humanity by wresting the people of 

Alsace-Lorraine from an allegiance that they loved, and forcing 

upon them one that they could not but regard as bitterly alien. 

In a postscript, he ended thus :? 

"And now, Mr. Principal, after reading over both your 
letter and mine, I sorrow in my heart to think that men who 

like yourself and myself have spent a lifetime in the pursuit 
of truth and progress, should address each other in such a 

fashion, founded on my part on such actions. This is but 

one of the results of the character your Emperor has given 
to this war. You speak to me of taint. Mr. Principal, taint 

will rest, you may be assured, until far-distant ages, on the 

memory of those who began the bombardment of Paris 

when capitulation by famine was inevitable, and who con 

tinued this act of savagery after it had become evident to 

all men that it would not advance by one hour the surren 

der of the heroic city." 

The bitterness which could wring such letters as these from 

such a man as Pasteur must have been deep indeed. Surely it 

may be added that, however passionate Pasteur's initial action 

in this matter may have been, he appears here, as always, the 

noble and courteous gentleman whom not even indignation and 

pain can hurry into forgetting the amenities and the dignity of 
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language befitting communications between scholars. Severe 

his language in both letters certainly is; but it is nowhere 

simply base, as is that of the other party to this singular corre 

spondence. 

Nearly a quarter of a century had passed since the inter 

change of these letters, when the Berlin Academy of Science, 

while preparing a list of illustrious contemporary men of science 

upon whom the German Emperor was to be asked to confer 

the Order of Merit, remembering the Bonn incident, wrote to 

Pasteur, asking permission to include his name. Pasteur re 

plied, courteously acknowledging the honor done to him as a 

man of science, but declaring that he could not allow his name 

to go upon the list. His passionate indignation at the wrong 

done his country had, indeed, grown calmer than it was in the 

days when he wrote, "Every one of my future works will bear 

on its title page the words: * Hatred to Prussia. Revenge! 

Revenge!'" But not even in these last days of his life did he 

forget, not even then did he forgive. Not even then was his 

pain at his country's humiliation stilled, though he knew that he 

had himself borne a Titan's share of the labor which had done 

so much to wipe out the shame of her defeat in war by 

making France once again the leader in the infinitely nobler 

and greater conflict of science against the agencies of disease 

and pain. 
But in spite of the loss and suffering which are the inevitable 

incidents of man's mortal weakness, Pasteur's life of seventy 

three years was a life of such large and noble prosperity, so 

crowded with high achievements, a life so singularly free, 

throughout, from those heart-breaking failures and disappoint 
ments that attend some at least of the precious undertakings of 

most men, that we may speak of it as a classic life, to be studied 

and brooded upon by the aspiring young manhood and woman 

hood of all coming time, because of the stimulus aud encourage 

ment the record of that life affords to all fine, clear-visioned 

endeavor. It was even a life romantic for the fullness of its 

success. Every reader of the romantic fiction so popular in 

recent days, and perhaps yet, knows with what a sense of 

security, amid our breathless interest, we follow the hero into 
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perils from which nobody but the hero of a romance could ever 

have escaped unscathed. No doubt this feeling of security is 

due to some such reasoning as this : There are several hundred 

pages more of this book. No romance can travel through 
several hundred pages without its hero. Therefore, whatever 

happens to this hero in the end, he will get out of this scrape 

safely enough. So reasoning, we read on, excited and eager, 
but not afraid. The reader of Vallery-Radot's Life of Pasteur 

comes to have a similar feeling of security whenever that modest 

but seemingly inspired student of nature undertakes a new line 

of investigation, urged thereto by some suffering portion of his 

fellow-countrymen, or by sympathising friends of the sufferers, 
who know that if mortal help can avail anything against this 

evil, it must be the help of Pasteur. There is, however, this dif 

ference in our feelings regarding the biographer's hero and that 

of the romancer: we come to have a real faith in the essential 

infallibility of the former, while our faith in the latter case rests 

wholly on our certainty that the novelist will not so far outrage 
the conventions of his profession as to destroy his hero in the 

heyday of the action. 

It is doubtful, indeed, if there ever lived a man who inspired 
in his contemporaries such confidence as came to be felt in 

Pasteur by the people of France, and in hardly less degree by 
the people of the whole civilized world : the confidence that he 

had both the will and the ability to wring from nature her 

darkest secrets for the amelioration and the benefit of man's 

life. There are pages in Vallery-Radot's Life which make one 

think of the touching confidence placed, or rather misplaced, by 
the simple-minded people of mediaeval days, in the saints of the 

Church. The professed agents of the Church, for a compen 

sation, offered healing to the afflicted by affording them contact 

with the blood, the bones, or other sacred relic of some son or 

daughter of hers whom the Church had officially denominated a 

saint. The people came, often in multitudes, paid their money, 
but generally kept their affliction. If the multitudes did not 

come in person to make their appeal to this saint of science, 

they sent their spokesmen, and they wrote him letters. Says 
M. Vallery-Radot: "Many letters brought to Pasteur requested 
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that he should study or order the study of such a disease." 

He gives this letter from a mother as an example :? 

"You have done all the good a man could do on earth. 
If you will, you can surely find a remedy for the horrible 
disease called diphtheria. Our children, to whom we teach 

your name as that of a great benefactor, will owe their lives 
to you. A Mother." 

This saint, however, unlike the mediaeval kind, allowed no 

promises to be made in his name, but to the limits of his time, 

and far beyond the proper limits of his strength, he labored in 

response to what he deemed the most pressing and the most 

practicable of these requests for help, not for an individual, but 

for humanity. When he was at last able to announce results, 

often after years of study and experiment, the whole world 

came to know that healing or help for one great affliction had 

indeed been found. Unlike those who managed the affairs of 

the mediaeval saint, too, Pasteur made no bargain when his 

services were entreated, nor claimed any recompense even when 

the cure was wrought. True man of science of the loftiest type 
as he was, he was content if through his efforts pain had been 

prevented, human life saved, or, not less important to his 

patriotic soul, if some evil had been removed which was re 

tarding the return of prosperity to his beloved France. 

It is hardly necessary to dwell at length upon the specific 
achievements of Pasteur in his life-long war against physical evil. 

He has been dead considerably less then a quarter of a century ; 

and not even we, who know ourselves to be the busiest and the 

most important generation that ever lived, can forget achieve 

ments like Pasteur's in a quarter of a century. Still, it may do 

no harm briefly to recall a few of the most important among 
them. 

Pasteur began his career of scientific activity for the benefit 

of man's everyday industrial life by investigating the subject of 

fermentation. He continued this inquiry until he had estab 

lished the germ theory of fermentation, with results which seem 

to have been of almost priceless value to the wine-growers and 

vinegar-makers of western Europe, and the brewers of the whole 

world. He refuted the theory of spontaneous generation as 
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strenuously advocated by practical men of science in modern 

times, including many of his own day, by showing that the facts 

by which it was supposed the doctrine of spontaneous genera 
tion was established were really facts in evidence of the germ 

theory. He thus set agoing studies and labors which, among 
other things, have revolutionized surgery. The suffering that 

has thereby been prevented, and the lives that have been saved, 
cannot be estimated. He was a true man of science, indeed, 

and so far as I know never declared that spontaneous generation 
was impossible. He only thought it unproved and very highly 

improbable; and he was indignant that the advocates of this 

barren theory should, against the evidence of careful experiment, 

oppose it so obstinately to the germ theory, of whose probable 
fruitfulness he had a clear vision very early in his career. Yet 

his mind was ever open upon this, as upon all other questions 
of scientific fact. Speaking before the French Academy of 

Medicine in July, 1878, he said :? 

"I have sought for twenty years, and I am still seeking, 
spontaneous generation properly so called. If God permit, 
I shall seek for twenty years and more the spontaneous gene 
ration of transmissible diseases. In these difficult researches, 

whilst sternly deprecating frivolous contradiction, I only feel 
esteem and gratitude towards those who may warn me if I 
should be in error." 

At the urgent solicitation of his friend J. B. Dumas, the 

chemist, Pasteur next turned his attention to diseases which 

were at that time attacking the silk-worm and threatening the 

annihilation of the silk industry in France. He did not leave 

this subject until he had placed in the hands of the silk growers 
of France information which made them absolute masters of the 

hitherto mysterious diseases, pebrine and flachery. 
Pasteur passed next to the study of the disease variously 

called anthrax, charbon, or splenic fever, which in the late sixties 

of the nineteenth century was destroying sheep and cattle in 

parts of France by tens of thousands. After long and patient 

study and experiment, Pasteur and his helpers were able not 

only to discover the cause of the disease, but to render it harm 

less by introducing into the animal's body, in attenuated and 
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degenerate form, successively stronger portions of virus-vac 

cine containing the bacteria to whose presence the disease 

was due. 

There is time for mention of but two other great achieve 

ments the credit for which belongs wholly or in important part 
to Pasteur. Pasteur's announcement that he had discovered 

preventive treatment for hydrophobia, to be administered after 

the victim had been bitten, is within the memory of persons 

hardly yet in middle life. The fatalities resulting from the bites 

of rabid dogs have been reduced from between sixteen and 

eighty per cent, according to the severity of the bites, to less 

than one per cent when the Pasteur treatment is adminis 

tered. It is perhaps not necessary to say that this treatment 

is simply another application of that fruitful idea which Pasteur 

employed in the treatment of anthrax?the idea of introducing 
into the body to be treated, in successive inoculations, increas 

ingly strong portions of attenuated virus containing the bacteria 

that cause the disease. 

Finally, we may note as in a measure to be credited to 

Pasteur the sero-therapic treatment of diphtheria, to which he 

was turning his attention in the last days of his life. If the 

immediate discovery of that treatment was not his, it will hardly 

be denied, I suppose, that this discovery owed its inspiration to 

his ideas. 

This very imperfect r?sum? of Pasteur's work will give some 

faint idea as to what manner of investigator he was, and as to 

what were the aims and hopes with which he laid siege to the 

mysteries of nature. A teacher of young men all his life, there 

was never anything pedantic or merely academic in his concep 

tion of science or of its place among the interests and concerns 

of man. No man ever loved truth with a sincerer love, or 

hated error with a finer hatred. But no man ever saw more 

clearly than Pasteur that some truth is petty, and unworthy that 

a solemn siege should be laid at the gates of the mystery that 

hides it. His choice of a subject for investigation was never 

determined by the consideration that this subject had never be 

fore been investigated. The humble worker in science is no 

doubt more than excusable in allowing himself to be thus 

3 
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guided. His highest hope of happiness must be that when the 

temple of scientific truth which the ages are slowly rearing is 

completed, there will be somewhere in it an obscure and it may 
be even unseen little stone which would be a far later but 

equally obscure addition to the mighty masonry if he had never 

lived. No doubt, too, the stone so painfully contributed by am 

bitious young candidates for a doctorate or by hard-worked and 

poorly equipped teachers must often at last be rejected out 

right by the master builders as unworthy of even an obscure 

place in the finished whole. But one of the fortunate attributes 

of genius in any kind is the ability to distinguish what is most 

worth doing, not only according to absolute standards, but 

according to the measure of the reasonable possibilities open at 

any given time. Possibly science will at last take account of 

all truth, even the petty truth, the trivial fact, whose significance 
seems wholly exhausted when we say that it was through a time 

longer 
or shorter, whether an hour, a year, an 

epoch, 
or an 

seon. Nevertheless, the world will forever measure its men of 

science according as their discoveries do or do not throw some 

thing more than a glimmer of light upon wide human interests 

that were pressing for attention at the time those discoveries 

were made. It is conceivable that some discovery which seems 

trivial now may come to seem of vast importance in the 

changed collocation of facts that will be found on the earth a 

thousand years hence. But we should hardly expect that 

remote time to re-rank, in its affection and its reverence, the 

great builders of the house of science, in order to do justice to 

that forgotten workman; or if we do expect anything of the 

sort, the crowding and the crowed ages, gladder far to forget 
than to remember, are almost certain to disappoint that ex 

pectation. 

Bacon's idea that the true business of science is "the benefit 

and endowment of man's life" has never had a more faithful 

follower than Pasteur. More and more as he grew older, he 

came to feel that the greatest struggle in which the man of 

science of his day could engage was the struggle against 

virulent disease. The dream of the future of science that he 

most often indulged was of a time when the progress of 
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discovery would have lifted from humanity the cloud of suf 

fering and fear that had so long been cast over it by cholera, 

yellow fever, the bubonic plague, and other diseases which he 

knew or believed to be of microbian origin. 
Is it not the small man of science only who ridicules the idea 

that the supreme, even the only proper business of science, is 

to be useful to man? Of course there are many kinds of use 

fulness, all of them as worthy and important as the whole nature 

of man is worthy and important. To keep men alive and in 

good health, to enable them to feed themselves well and clothe 

themselves warmly and decently?all these are matters of 

obvious importance, if the existence of man on earth be even a 

modified blessing ; and it is one of the eminent glories of modern 

science that it has done so much and promises to do so much 

more towards these ends, which, however seemingly humble and 

homely, we must yet admit to be really noble, unless we look 

upon life itself as ignoble. No one, however, not even the most 

hopeless and despairing drudge in mine or factory or kitchen, 

ever supposed that these things constitute the totality of worthy 

human concerns; though various types of preacher?not the 

pulpit variety alone, by any means?and also some very small 

persons of narrow sympathies, blind to the fact that the work 

ings of the scientific and the non-scientific mind are funda 

mentally the same, have supposed that the great mass of man 

kind believe some such absurdity as this. The great Pasteur 

believed that the worthiest business for men of science in his day 
was the discovery of truth that would be fruitful in the direction 

of improved physical life for humanity. Probably no one, how 

ever, had a higher hope than he that all the wise and patient 

labor of modern science was leading to a great cleaning up in 

the intellectual, the moral, and the social life of the world. It 

was undoubtedly because Germany, one of the centres of 

science, struck that hope a staggering blow, that his feelings 

towards that country after 1870 became so bitter. It filled him 

with despair that in the very home of science the evidence of 

any cleaning up wrought by science in the moral life should be 

so completely lacking that the entire nation, from peasant to 

university professor, could vociferously defend the crime against 
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Alsace-Lorraine. But Pasteur was not of the stuff of which 

pessimists are made. He went bravely on with his war against 
the definite physical evils that beset the workaday life of 

humanity, and presently the larger hope rose again above the 

bitterness of disappointment. Very late in life he gave noble 

expression to this renewed hope, when, on December 27, 1892, 
men of science from all the world assembled in the theatre of 

the Sorbonne to celebrate his seventieth birthday. In the 

course of his address on that occasion, he said :? 

"And you, delegates from foreign nations, who have come 
from so far to give France a proof of sympathy, you bring 

me the deepest joy that can be felt by a man whose invin 
cible belief is that Science and Peace will triumph over 

Ignorance and War, that nations will unite not to destroy, 
but to build, and that the future will belong to those who will 
have done most for suffering humanity. 

"Young men, have confidence in those powerful and safe 

methods, of which we do not yet know all the secrets. 

And, whatever your career may be, do not let yourselves 
become tainted by a deprecating and barren scepticism, do 
not let yourselves be discouraged by the sadness of certain 
hours which pass over nations. Live in the serene peace of 
laboratories and libraries." 

Though there is in this passage a note of stoicism here and 

there, the hopefulness is throughout firm and resolute, and not 

less genuine than the unsaddened exuberance of his younger 

days. 

Under the growing burden of its heroes and great men of all 

kinds, this weary old world may at last stagger into insensibility 
to greatness of any sort, or at least into inability really to re 

member anybody more than a generation or two. But so long 
as mankind makes a pretence of remembering its noblest bene 

factors, so long Louis Pasteur should remain one of the great 
memories of the world. No sweeter and cleaner life than his 
was ever lived. Poet in spirit and temper, save when he en 

tered those regions of thought and effort in which the claims 

of logic and scientific method are supreme, poet even there in 

his vision of the ultimate exaltation and ennoblement of life 

through the instrumentality of science; saint of the great religion 
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of humanity who yet through all his days cherished his devotion 

to an older faith as well, Pasteur, we may believe, will have, in 

a degree surpassed by few other men in the history of the race, 
the love, the admiration, and the gratitude of mankind, until 

mankind no longer knows how to love and admire and be 

grateful. 

As I wrote these words, there fell under my eye a brief item 

in a newspaper published some time in 1902, which stated that 

the town of Dole, in the department of the Jura, France, had 

just "erected a monument to the most illustrious of her children, 
Dr. Pasteur." Carved upon the base of this monument "is an 

allegorical figure of Humanity, in whose arms two sickly children 

have taken refuge. On the pedestal is this simple device : 

'Grateful Humanity.'" To the memory of no other great man 

of whom I have ever heard could such a monument have been 

reared with so little the effect of hyperbole and extravagance. 

R. D. O'Leary. 

University of Kansas. 
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